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Abstract
In the food and beverage industry, where growing,
processing, packaging, distribution, storage, preparation, serving and disposing of food is the order of
the day; energy consumption becomes an important
input. Various energy models have been developed
since the early 1970s, the period when energy
caught the attention of policymakers due to the sudden price increase. Among the models are the index
decomposition analysis (IDA), artificial neural network (ANN) and data envelopment analysis (DEA).
The purpose of this study is to combine the
strengths of these models, i.e., IDA, ANN and DEA,
to allow biases in one model to offset biases in the
other, so as to examine the effectiveness of energy
management policies in a particular food and beverage industry. The integrated model applied to the
food and beverage revealed that approximately
11% of energy consumed could be saved.
Keywords: IDA; ANN; DEA; integrated model; food
and beverage industry

1. Introduction
A thorough analysis on how energy is consumed in
an industry is important as it investigates the possibility of potential energy saving in the industry.
Factors responsible for the consumption of energy
are the activity, structure and efficiency changes.
Understanding these factors will give insight into
whether energy is used efficiently and the possibility of its saving.
Energy-saving is an important task today and in
the future. The implementation of energy-saving
policies can promote the structural adjustment of
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industries and products, and affect the enhancement of energy efficiency in production and processing (He et al., 2011). The analyses of consumption patterns and the assessment of feasible
energy conservation possibilities show that the
potential for energy conservation in the industrial
sector and in all sectors is substantial (Yang and
Mingguang, 2011).
From energy studies, different tools have been
successfully used to analyse the consumption of
energy. These include index decomposition analysis
(IDA), structural decomposition analysis (SDA),
regression analysis, artificial neural networks
(ANNs) and data envelopment analysis (DEA). The
aim of this study is to combine the strengths of various energy research tools to analyse energy consumption and to assist in formulating sustainable
policies for industries in the energy arena. The
strengths of IDA, ANN and DEA are integrated for
this study. The integration of these models has been
successfully applied to Canadian industries
(Olanrewaju, Jimoh & Kholopane, 2012), and
South African industries (Olanrewaju, et al., 2013).
However, its application to a specific industry as
opposed to a set of industries is yet to be carried
out. This study focuses on a particular food and
beverage industry, as a case study.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the
next section introduces the literature review on
studies regarding energy analysis. A description of
the general integrated method based on IDA, ANN
and DEA is presented. Details of the proposed
method are discussed in section three. These
include use of: the LMDI (Logarithmic Mean Divisia
Index) for decomposition of the various factors
responsible for energy consumption, the ANN
model for prediction; regression analysis for authen-
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tication; and, the DEA sub-model for energy optimization. The integrated model is applied to a particular food industry and beverage industry. Results
and discussion are presented, as well as the conclusion on the case study, in the last section.
2. Literature review
IDA and SDA are similar, but differ in the fact that
IDA is developed from index theory of economics,
while SDA is based on an input-output table from
statistics (Fengling, 2004). These decomposition
methods make it possible to evaluate the relative
contributions of various factors to changes in energy consumption, energy intensity and CO2 emissions (Mairet and Decellas, 2009). Many studies
have successfully carried out their investigation
using decomposition analysis. Among the studies
are APERC(APERC, 2001), where second decomposition analysis was conducted taking into account
the composition of the service sector. It was discovered that activity and intensity effects were responsible for the changes in energy consumption compared with other effects. Golove and Schipper
((1997) found that the activity effect was the major
factor affecting energy demand and drove energy
consumption upward in their study to analyse
changes in energy consumption in the United States
from 1960 to 1963 using a decomposition method
based on the Laspeyres index.
Gonzalez and Suarez (2003) studied the
changes in electricity intensity in the Spanish industry by decomposition to explain the factors that
contribute to the changes. Combined with electricity price analysis, the results of their study indicate
poor contribution of structural change to substantial
reductions in aggregate electricity intensity. Factors
affecting the trends in energy efficiency in South
Africa from 1993 to 2006 were examined by InglesiLotz and Pouris (2012). It was determined that
structural changes of the economy have played an
important and negative role in the increasing economy-wide energy efficiency whereas the energy
usage intensity was a contributing factor to the
decreasing trend of energy efficiency.
Planning and conducting necessary measures to
attain specified objectives is made possible by reliable prediction techniques. These techniques
include regression analysis and neural networks,
though the soft computing techniques (the neural
networks) have proved to be superior to the conventional method (i.e., regression analysis). These
techniques have been applied to energy studies
successfully. Sozen and Arcaklioglu (2007) used
artificial neural network to predict the net energy
consumption of Turkey in order to determine the
future level of the energy consumption and make
correct investments. In their study, three neural network models were developed (Sozen and
Arcaklioglu, 2007). South Korea’s heavy depend-

ence on imported energy sources led Geem and
Roper (2009) to efficiently estimate the country’s
energy demand using ANN. The result of the ANN
model proved superior to the regression and exponential models compared with Geem and Roper
(2009).
ANN model has been successfully used to predict energy use in wheat production (Safa and
Samarasighe, 2011). Several direct and indirect factors were considered in the study to create the ANN
model, and it predicted energy use with an error
margin of (+/-) 12% in the Canterbury farms.
Ekonomou (2010) successfully used ANN to predict
Greek long-term energy consumption for the years
ahead, exploiting its computational speed, ability to
handle complex non-linear functions, robustness
and great efficiency even in cases where full information for the studied problem is absent.
DEA, an application of linear programming, has
the ability to give a single index of performance,
usually called the efficiency score, synthesizing
diverse characteristics of decision making units
(DMUs) (Azadeh et al., 2008). Among the energy
related studies approached by DEA are the studies
of Hu and Kao (2007) and Liu et al.., (2010). Hu
and Kao (2007) set the energy-savings target using
DEA for APEC economies without lowering their
maximum potential gross domestic product in any
year. It was found that China was in the lead with
energy-saving goals. The operational performance
of thermal power plants in Taiwan using data envelopment analysis was assessed by Liu et al., (2010).
The power plants investigated achieved acceptable
overall operational efficiency from 2004-2006, with
the combined cycle power plants being the most
efficient.
From the literature review, it can be concluded
that the decomposition tools focus on analysing and
understanding historical data. Prediction techniques
on the other hand serve as an aid for recommending and specifying opportunities to reduce irrational
energy use (Kljajic et al., 2012). DEA from various
studies determines the efficiency and optimization
capabilities.
IDA, ANN and DEA models are all powerful
analytical tools as presented in this section, but
have their weaknesses and limitations. Based on
our survey, these models could be helpful to
researchers in energy issues like identifying the relative contributions of different factors to changes in
energy demand, prediction and forecasting of energy consumption for short- and long-term planning.
Benchmarking performance to determine the
potential of energy that could be saved has also
been explored among the various industries. This
research underlines the gaps of the individual energy models as far as energy analysis is concerned,
and highlights the reasons why integration of the
right models is necessary.
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Figure 1: Structure of the integrated econometric model

3. Proposed method
Use of combined approaches is beneficial as these
techniques seem to be able to take advantage of the
best characteristics of all the techniques which comprise the combination. Combining different
approaches allows biases in one technique to offset
biases in other techniques (Bhattacharyya, 2011).
The integrated econometric model developed for
this investigation is an analytical tool to estimate
how much energy saving could have been saved
expressed by some variables that were given to the
model. The model is a function of index decomposition analysis, artificial neural network and data
envelopment analysis as depicted in Figure 1.

This study employs an integrated approach
based on IDA, ANN and DEA for total energy efficiency assessment and optimization of energy consumption in the food industry. The model’s conceptual framework is shown in Figure 2. Steps to be
followed in the generic proposed model can be
summarized as follows:
1. An IDA based on LMDI is performed to assess
the respective contributions of activity, structural
and intensity effects on the food industry.
2. Energy consumption baseline is predicted using
ANN. Activity, structure and intensity effects are
selected as the ANN inputs, while the observed
energy consumption is the output indicator.

Figure 2: Schematic view of the general proposed model
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3. The predicted baseline result is verified and validated using regression analysis.
4. With the aid of a super-efficient DEA sub-model,
energy consumption is calculated using a sensitivity-analysis approach.
5. Suggestions for optimization of energy consumption are proposed to be applied in the food
industry.
3.1 LMDI
There are various IDA methods, but the most preferred IDA is the LMDI, similar to other IDA methods, and can adopt either a multiplicative or an
additive mathematical form in a time-series or baseyear method. The differences between the timeseries and the base-year method can be found
(Granel, 2003) and (Ma and Stern, 2006). For our
study, the time-series for both multiplicative and
additive mathematical forms are adopted. The reason behind the use of additive form is to be able to
understand easily the factors responsible for the
consumption of energy, while multiplicative form is
to assist in the integration model because of its nonnegativity, especially when it concerns DEA application. The multiplicative and additive decomposition form decompose from the relative growth of an
indicator I into determinant effects (Hoekstra and
Bergh, 2003).

3.2 ANN
ANNs are well-known massive, parallel computing
models which exhibit excellent behaviour in solving
problems associated with engineering, economics,
etc. The most commonly applied network is the
multilayer perceptron with the error backpropagation learning algorithm (Mata, 2011). For the neural
network methodology, we refer interested readers to
the paper (Rumelhart et al., 1986) for details of the
methodology.
3.2.1 Problem formulation
The objective function chosen for this problem is
the mean square error (MSE) between the outputs
from the neural network and the target value which
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is the energy consumption. The inputs are applied
to the network; and similarly the network output is
compared to the target. The error is calculated as
the difference between the target output and the
neural network output. The goal is to minimize the
average of the sum of these errors.

3.3 Linear regression analysis
Performance of neural networks can be measured
to some extent by the sum squared error, but it is
useful to investigate the response in more detail.
One of the options is to perform a regression analysis between the network response and the corresponding targets (Gonzalez, 2008).
According to Gonzalez (2008), the validation
analysis leads to 3 parameters. The first two m and
b correspond to the slope with the y-intercept of the
best linear regression, relating targets to neural network outputs. To ensure a perfect fit (outputs exactly equal to targets), the slope would be 1, and the
y-intercept would be 0. The third parameter is the
correlation coefficient (R-value) between the outputs and targets. There is a perfect correlation
between the targets and outputs if the R-value is
equal to 1.
3.4 DEA
This study makes use of the input-oriented
Charnes-Cooper-Rhodes (CCR) model of a DEA.
The input model reduces the inputs while satisfying
the lowest given output (Liu et al., 2010). The efficiency scores obtained from the input-oriented
model for inefficient months/years (DMU) deal with
the potential of conservation in the observed energy consumption.
The model to the CCR is given below (Liu et al.,
2010; Emmanuel, 2001):
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(θ*xi0) in the input is the optimal reduction in energy consumption that makes DMUo an efficient
DMU.
3.5 Case study
In this paper, we analyse a specific food and beverage industry for the possible energy potential that
could be saved between January 2010 and April
2012 of one of the South African industrial sectors.
Data used; Figures 3 and 4 are the energy consumption and output production data used for
products A and B in the particular industry. The
productions (Products A and B) are all given in
tonnes and the energy consumption in gigajoules.

The sensitivity analysis result for an efficient
DMU will assist in determining the increase in energy consumption, yielding an inefficient DMU. It can
be assumed that the decrease in energy consumption could make an efficient DMU of an inefficient
DMU.
3.4.2 Optimization of energy consumed
The optimal value of a DEA sub-model shown in
model 18 (θ*) for an inefficient DMUo, is the minimum reduction in energy consumption that causes
DMUo to be a best-practice DMU and an efficient
DMU on the frontier for the observed energy consumption (input). When xi0 is the energy
consumption of DMUo, θ*xi0 is the amount of
potential reduction in energy consumption that can
be compared to the best observed DMU. The
potential of a saving in energy consumption
decreases as the optimal value of the energy consumption in model 18 increases. The reduction

3.6 Results and discussion
3.6 1 LMDI Decomposition analysis
Both additive and multiplicative decomposition
were employed for this case study because of the
negativity result in energy consumption from additive decomposition. To be able to employ data
envelopment analysis, the data inputted into the
DEA model must be non-negative. Additive decomposition was employed to be able to understand the
factors responsible for the consumption of energy in
a simplified fashion. Multiplicative decomposition
was employed because of the non-negativity result.
Factors responsible for the consumption of energy are the activity, structure and intensity changes.
Understanding these factors give insight as to
whether energy is used efficiently and the possibility of its saving. Figures 5 and 6 depict the effect of
these factors.
The intensity effect measures improvements in
energy efficiency, changes in technology, fuel mix
changes, efficient energy management practice as
well as any other factor which is not related to volume of output or composition. If this effect is positive, then it implies a worsening energy efficiency
scenario. A negative intensity effect points to
improvements in energy use. From Figure 5, the
intensity effect gained unswerving positivity in

Figure 3: Energy consumption data
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Figure 4: Output data

Figure 5: Factors responsible for the consumption of energy in a food and beverage industry

February 2010 – April 2010, July 2010 –
September 2010, December 2010 – March 2011,
and from April 2011 – June 2011. The structural
effect measures the changes in composition. In general, if the structural effect is positive, there is a
movement towards more energy intensity. From
Figure 5, the structural effect gained unswerving
positivity in March 2010 – June 2010, October
2010 – December 2010, January 2011 – March
2011, July 2011 – September 2011 and February
2012 – April 2012. The activity effect is positive
when more output can be produced with the same
energy use. This effect implies an improvement in
energy efficiency when positive. From Figure 5, the
activity effect gained unswerving positivity in June
2010 – August 2010, September 2010 – November
2010, June 2011 – September 2011 and December
2011 – February 2012. Figure 6 summarizes the
total effects of these factors.
From Figure 6, the consumption of energy
increased by 673% from the period January 2010-
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February 2010 and to the March 2012-April 2012
period. For activity effect, changes in the level of
activity between 2010 and 2012 are considered,
keeping the intensity and share of food industry in
value addition unchanged in the initial year values.
This implies that if activity would have changed
alone, the energy demand for the food industry
activities considered would have reduced by
11116.6 GJ.
For the structure effect, the structural change
within the period is considered while keeping the
other two factors unchanged. This suggests that the
share of the food industry’s activities in the industrial output has reduced and if this only had changed,
the energy demand would have reduced 83.58GJ.
Finally for the intensity effect, we look at the
changes in energy intensity within the period under
investigation and keep the other two factors at their
initial values. This suggests that the intensity in the
food industry has increased and their intensity
would have increased the energy demand by
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Figure 6: Summary of the factors responsible for the consumption of energy in a food and
beverage industry

11644GJ between 2010 and 2012 if other things
did not change. It can be concluded that from the
period under investigation, energy has not been
consumed efficiently from Figure 6.
3.6.2 ANN results
To attain the specified objectives of the study, the
baseline was predicted using a reliable prediction
technique, ANN. For the prediction technique;
activity, structure and intensity were the inputs while
the actual energy consumption was the output. It
was discovered that a strong correlation exists
between the baseline (predicted energy consumption) and the actual energy consumption. Figure 7
presents the results. For the prediction, ‘5’ hidden

neurons was used, with activation functions of tansig and purelin. Trainlm was used under Matlab
2010a software.
3.6.3 Regression analysis
To confirm and validate the ANN’s result, linear
regression analysis is a likely confirmation method
to the neural network model between the predicted
and corresponding energy consumption values.
The analyses lead to a line y=a +bx where y is the
output (predicted energy consumption) and x is the
input (observed energy consumption), b is the coefficient of the input (the gradient) and a is the slope
with a correlation coefficient of R2. A perfect prediction would give, b=1 and R2 = 1.

Figure 7: Prediction result for energy baseline
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Table 1: Linear regression analyses parameters
for the ANN validation of energy consumption
b=0.985
R2 = 0.996

A graphical output provided by this confirmation analysis is depicted in Figure 8. The predicted
energy consumption was plotted against the actual
energy consumption. From Table 1 and Figure 8,
the neural network can be seen to predict correctly.
It should be noted that b and R2 are very close to 1
respectively from Table 1.
3.6.4 DEA results
To be able to determine the possible energy saving for the period of study, DEA analysis was carried out. DEAFrontier software package on Excel
has been employed to carry out the DEA analyses.
The observed energy consumption was selected as
the input whereas the predicted energy consumption was selected as the output data for the analyses. The efficiency scores of the food and beverage
industry in different months/years (DMUs) are
shown in Table 3. These efficiency scores are relative to the best performing months/years.
With internal benchmarking based on the
month/year of consumption of energy, December
2011 – January 2012 was discovered to have performed better and can serve as the only benchmark
to the other periods considered. Table 2 presents
the efficiency score based on the comparison of the
months/years following the CRS assumption. For
this case study, the DMU was considered to have
low energy consumption in comparison to the others. The inefficient DMUs should consider the efficient DMU as a peer to enable them to be efficient.
To be able to register the energy consumption that
will enable the inefficient years optimal in the DEA
analyses, they must try to emulate the efficient
month/year. The efficiency score of each DMU is a

coefficient that indicates the amount of potential
savings possible in energy consumption. The potential of energy consumption improvement can best
be derived from the results of optimization analyses.
Table 2: Efficiency scores based on
benchmarking of the food and beverage
industry
DMU No.

DMU Name

Efficiency

1

jan10-feb10

0.8812

2

feb10-mar10

0.9146

3

mar10-apl10

0.8812

4

apl10-may10

0.87554

5

may10-jun10

0.8812

6

jun10-jul10

0.87738

7

jul10-aug10

0.8812

8

aug10-sep10

0.88129

9

sep10-oct10

0.8812

10

oct10-nov10

0.89121

11

nov10-dec10

0.8812

12

dec10-jan11

0.85321

13

jan11-feb11

0.8812

14

feb11-mar11

0.8848

15

mar11-apl11

0.8812

16

apl11-may11

0.85538

17

may11-jun11

0.8812

18

jun11-jul11

0.87256

19

jul11-aug11

0.8812

20

aug11-sep11

0.89362

21

sep11-oct11

0.8812

22

oct11-nov11

0.88645

23

nov11-dec11

0.8812

24

dec11-jan12

1

25

jan12-feb12

0.8812

26

feb12-mar12

0.88473

27

mar12-apl12

0.8812

Figure 8: Graphical output provided by the validation analyses for food industry ‘X’
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3.6.5 Optimization of energy consumed
Optimization with the aid of model 19 has been
applied. For example, industrial sectors in January
2010-Feruary 2010 will encounter a potential savings of (100-88.12 = 11.88) % in energy consumption compared to the best practice in December
2011-January 2012. Industrial sectors in January
2010-February 2010 can reduce their energy consumption by 11.88% and be an efficient industrial
sector. Figure 9 relates the consumption to the percentage amount of energy that would have been
saved if the periods emulated December 2011 –
January 2012 practice. In summary, the amount of
energy that could have been possibly saved is 11%
of the total energy consumed for the whole period
under study, which is equivalent to 171,533.78GJ.
4. Conclusion and discussion
Energy is a priority in the food industry. The food
and beverage industry researched has plans in

place to optimize the utilization of equipment to
alleviate unnecessary running to reduce its energy
consumption. To ensure the further reduction of its
energy consumption, it becomes critical to conduct
energy efficiency investigation to realize its dreams.
Accordingly, to assess its energy efficiency potential,
this investigation employed IDA-ANN-DEA approach. It was argued that seasonal effects could be
the reason for the efficient period, i.e. December
2011-January 2012, though couldn’t be confirmed.
The seasonal effect argument is false as productivity is not the measure of output but the ratio of output to input. Considering the result obtained; other
similar period, i.e. December 2010–January 2011
which is similar with the operations performed as
the efficient period was inefficient, this simply nullifies the argument of seasonal effects. The result of
the analyses identified factors responsible for the
industry’s energy consumption, baseline for energy
consumed and possible potential saving. This study

Figure 9: Possible potential energy saving for food and beverage industry
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discovered possible potential saving of
171,533.78GJ during the period of investigation.
Following the study carried out, existing energy efficiency strategies, energy conservation schemes and
policies for the industry should be evaluated. The
case study shows that energy intensity is an informative and practical indicator. Energy-conservation
policy can be improved by considering the information from the analysis of the energy intensity.
There is need for assistance in developing energy
management capability and policy package to promote energy efficiency as required. It is required
that the food and beverage industry needs a more
aggressive energy-conservation policy to reduce its
energy consumption.
5. Limitation and future research
Following the integrated model employed for this
study, it should be noted that index decomposition
analysis was performed on the Matlab 10.0 platform, artificial neural network o the Matlab 10.0
platform, and data envelopment analysis on the
Excel platform (DEAFrontier). It is recommended
that a programme that can integrate the three models on the same platform should be considered and
this is ongoing for future research, as this will
increase the simplicity of the system proposed.
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